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The SmartaFarm Portal o�ers a user-friendly, informative 
interface that is easy to navigate and is optimized for 
e�ciency. The portal is entirely cloud-based and secure,
allowing easy access from anywhere and any device!

With detailed metrics, reports and analytics as well as the
ability to easily setup and customize alerts - your on farm 
monitoring has never been easier!

THE PORTAL

Mobile Friendly

Cloud-Based

Tablet Compatible

Easy to Use

Secure
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Data visibility like never before
SmartaFarm not only collects an unparalleled amount of data,  but it also presents the data in functional reports that

provide new levels of insight into your product quality, operations and e�ciency. Data is also presented in graphical form,
customized to your needs. Take a look at our graph below showing an example of the weather station

timeline from the portal. Cooling curves, heat exchange graphs, vat capacities and milk production charts.
You name it, SmartaFarm can measure it! All of our data updates in real time and provides interactive 

graphs with easy to follow data presentation.



THE ALERTS

SmartaFarm produces real-time alerts - as setup by you. 
Based on the monitoring of each vat at each farm, you have full 
insight and alert control. Alerts can be sent via text or email and with
multiple reminders in place.
 
Alerts can also be setup for a combination of events. It allows the user to set 
up alerts that have combinations of temperature, vat state and more. The vat
state includes empty, �lling, start of milking, end of milking and logistics pick up. 
It also determines the milking number that is in that vat. 

It allows alerts to be set up for the logistics pick up and the heat exchanger. 
For example, an alert can be set to notify when milk is not being cooled by a 
certain percentage of, or by a certain number of degrees. This particular alert, 
can be delivered via SMS or email. A physical alarm and �ashing light noti�cation 
will also be triggered at the farm to alert the farmer that the heat exchanger 
hasn’t been switched on.

The alert chain setup is also entirely customisable. You can set a primary person to receive alerts, 
and also have it passed on to another person if the initial recipient doesn’t acknowledge the alert. 

Everything has been designed to be simple and e�ective. 
With multiple users able to be setup, establishing an alert chain is simple and can help protect you against various situations. 

Temperature 

Vat State 

Heat Exchanger 
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Weather 

Logistics Pickup 

SMS Noti�cation

Email Noti�cation Physical Alarm Custom Alert Settings

THE ALERTS



THE ALERT SETUP

The complex alert setup allows for fully customized and all-encompassing 
visibility to be achieved. The range of setup options

ensures that you can easily track and receive alerts for events 
as well as ensuring that the alerts are not missed

by setting up alert cascades across multiple device types and users.



The system allows the farmers to have con�dence in the quality of their milk, by ensuring that the milk has cooled in the right 
period of time, based on the national standards for the milk cooling curves. It eliminates the stress for the farmer in the event that a farmhand is

 operating the dairy, by ensuring that the refrigeration and heat exchanger have been turned on when necessary. The system also 
operates with a backup battery ensuring continued operation during power outages. This allows 

the farmer to potentially correct the issue, or organize a logistics pick up before the milk gets out of cooling curve speci�cation. 

THE HARDWARE

The SmartaFarm vat sensors can be retro�tted onto your pre-existing vats. 
This ensures the setup and on-boarding process is incredibly simple.

Designed for multiple vats

Can be �tted to vats with CIP Systems

Standardizes vat outlets to 3 inch outlets for ease of milk collection

Easy retro�t



AUSTRALIAN DESIGN
Designed, built, and supported in Australia.

COMPLETE SOLUTION
SmartaFarm is provided as end-to-end solution, with

hardware and software as a service (HaaS & SaaS).

SMART ALERTS
Con�gurable Smart Alerts enable proactive cooling management,

device visibility and preemptive actions.

RETRO FIT CAPABILITY
Designed to easily be retro�tted to any existing vat.

VAT VISIBILITY
Multiple device permissions allow all stakeholders to have visibility.

USE ANYWHERE
Connect to web based SmartaFarm portal from any

internet connected PC/Tablet/Phone.

SUMMARY



Tony – Queensland Farm Manager 

“The early out of cooling curve temperature alert noti�ed us of a potential issue. We were able 
to get to the dairy and call an electrician to get to site to �x a power issue with the vat that 
came from rain getting into an electrical connection and get power back on before the milk 
even went over temperature.” 

 

Andrew – Queensland Dairy Farmer 

“From analysing the milk cooling pro�le on the Vat Timeline screen, we noticed our one vat 
was cooling rapidly. We got the refrigeration tech to check this, and he found the vat refrigera-
tion TX valve was faulty. We have saved about $125 a week on the power bill since then as we 
were getting high network charges.” 

 

Alan – Tasmania Farm Manager/Owner 

“Got a milk over temp alert about an hour after milking and no-one was around the dairy. 
When to the dairy and found a tripped circuit breaker on the vat refrigeration. Simply reset the 
circuit breaker and it cooled down in time. Saved 3 milking’s worth.” 

 

Robert – Queensland Dairy Farmer 

“The system was showing us the milk was getting over temperature between milking’s even 
though the vats main temperature sensor was showing 3.5 degrees. We found that the electri-
cian had mistakenly replaced the vat agitator controller timer with a relay and milk was not 
being stirred. This helped us identify and reduce our bacteria count.”     

 

Steve– South Australian Dairy Manager 

“The plate cooler display at the dairy is a great reference for the dairy workers and we have put 
a process in place for them to be checking this and ensuring that it is operating correctly. We 
can also see from the cooling pro�le that we will need to upgrade the plate coolers particularly 
coming into the warmer months to ensure that we stay within the cooling curve.” 

TESTIMONIALS


